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The Hawks lost to Boston, then watched the Celtics close out their W against the Sixers on the locker 
room TVs. Atlanta will be the No. 5 seed and face Orlando in the first round.

•

Now the question is how L.D. will manage these last four games. “I think if guys were to take games off, 
then I don’t think it should be the last two,” J.J. said. “If anything, a game in between. Those last two we 
have to be in tune and be in rhythm.”

•

After losing 14 of 21, the Hawks won four in a row, and now have lost two straight. Since the blowout L 
to Chicago the Hawks have managed seven competitive efforts in a row with grinding Ws against 
Orlando and Boston and defenseless Ls to Houston and San Antonio.

•

“I feel like it’s been good,” Al said. “I’m happy we are coming out and competing and playing hard, and it 
can go either way. Boston went our way; tonight it didn’t. We missed some shots. We had some 
opportunities.”

•

Parker and Ginobili are quick and crafty. They are tough to contain off the dribble and Hill is no slouch, 
either. All three were sticking jump shots, too, so that made them even harder to check.

•

“The pick-and-roll hurt us,” Joe said. “We tried a lot of different things to slow it down but those guys 
were making shots and they made it tough on us.”

•

“I thought the penetration was just too much and were constantly put in rotation situations,” L.D. said. 
“Both Ginobili and Parker are as good as there is at that.”

•

That’s true but Hinrich made things simpler for them by committing early to going under screens. Then 
again when he tried to chase Parker and force him to the weak side there wasn’t much help out there 
with Josh on the bench in a suit.

•

“We ran [coverages] the same way,” Al said. “Obviously Josh is a very important part of our team. We 
definitely could have used him tonight.”

•

Teague had another solid game highlighted by four free-throw attempts in 15 minutes. Parker got him a 
few times, too, but Teague was more persistent than Hinrich about staying above screens.

•

“I thought Jeff did a good job the minutes he did play but it’s not a man-on-man type thing,” Drew said. 
“It’s a pick-and-roll situation to where you’ve got guys that have that extra burst that just run pick-and-roll 
with precision. When you have those type guards coming off screens with that type speed it creates all 
types of problems. I don’t care who you put in there to guard the ball it’s a matter of defending the 
action.”

•

The troubles containing the ball lately could be the result of a bad stretch, a fundamental weakness or 
bad match ups. Jameer figures to settle the matter.

•

“We have faced some speed merchants these past couple weeks,” Drew said. “From Jameer Nelson to 
Rondo to Lowry and tonight Parker. You’ve got four guys that are just as fast as anybody in the league. 
We did have problems. This was a tough week but we will bounce back.”

•

This was another night where the shot distribution seemed out of whack. Kirk, Marvin and Jamal were 
most efficient but combined for 27 attempts (for 42 points) while Joe needed 23 shots to score 21 points.

•

There were times in the second half when it looked like Joe was in the preseason working on his game. 
He did have some quick, strong, aggressive moves to the basket against swarming D.

•

In addition to a lack of hep D at the rim, the Hawks had no post presence without Josh, who might take 
too many jump shots but still is the best option on the block. His rebounding slack wasn’t picked up, 
either–Zaza, Armstrong, Etan and Twin combined for nine in 46 minutes.

•

Lately Al is holding the ball, setting up his man and then finishing up with lots of fadeaways along the 
baseline or challenged jump hooks in the lane. With his mid range game shaky tonight and just one 
offensive rebound and no free throws, Al couldn’t find an efficient way to score.

•

“I missed some shots that I normally make from the elbow area,” he said. “That happens during a long 
season. We did miss some open looks but you have got to give them credit. They contested everything.”

•

Jamal had another second-quarter burst, which is a good sign for the playoffs. He got just three shots in 
the fourth quarter. “[Hill] is a really good defender and I thought he did one heck of a job on a really 
tough scorer in Jamal,” Gregg Popovich said.

•

The Hawks made 9 of 18 shots in the third quarter but managed just 19 points because they had four 
turnovers and no free-throw attempts.

•
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Damien took a turn on Ginobili in the fourth and picked up three fouls in a little over two minutes. The 
last one put the Spurs in the bonus. They ended up making 15 of 18 free throws in the period, with 
Ginobili making 6 of 6.

•

“They picked up the tempo a little bit and took us out of our tempo and some of the things we wanted to 
do,” Al said. “They are just a great defensive team and they have a lot of guards who keep attacking you 
in different ways.”

•

Twin left the game with a left ankle injury. L.D. said it’s a “mild sprain.”•
Back in the day I had my power back on 24 hours after a Cat 5 hurricane rolled through Miami Beach. 
Just got word the power is still out in my ‘hood here here 24 hours after a brief T-storm . Just sayin’.

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat.
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